Collector's gift box with olive
oil from ancient olive groves
“If you deconstruct Greece, at the end, you will only find an olive tree, a

vineyard and a boat. That means: You can reconstruct the country by
using only these elements.” Odysseus Elytis.

Ancient olive trees of the Cretan land!
Full of History, Culture, Sun, Salt, Hardship, Joy, Sadness, Artistry, Dedication and Strength.!
We, the custodians of these ancient trees, have tended each tree with care to produce this special extra
virgin olive oil. The oil is exclusively packaged to highlight the culture of the ancient trees – no longer
should they be cut for firewood.

You too can help the cultural network of these centuries old olive trees.
Here’s how to do it.
Support the creation of a cultural network of centuries old olive trees.
Order the ancient olive oil supporter’s gift box now!
The program of recording centuries old trees (700-3500
years) and promotion of ancient olive groves
Include:
Recording ancient trees.
Adoption Programs.
Cultural routes in ancient grove.
Developing actions in relation to the Culture of olives (trails and trail marking,
informative material, cultural events, educational programs, workshops) in
collaboration with local communities.

Each package bears a serial number, the photo of the specific olive tree, the
serial number of the olive grove, with description (dimensions, location etc.)
and the name of the producer - owner.
All packages are accompanied by a supplement in eight languages
explaining the program of cultural network of ancient Cretan olive trees.
Revenue from the sale of numbered collectible packaging, will pay a fair
price to the producer-owner, help the development of the local employment,
and finance the program to create a cultural network of ancient trees and
bring out ancient olive groves.
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